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A broad
view of
the campus
in photos

WHO'S NEXT?

The campus was alive with a
version of The Price is Right.'
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the MSU vs. UNC final
championship and mote
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USG President/Vice
President Results
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Where: Falcon's Nest
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Students find
lifestyle tools
The Health and
Wellness Fair provides
students with the
proper tools to live a
healthier life | Page 5

No longer a
university on
the uprise...
Guest columnist Jon
Halverstadt, a 2006
University alumnus,
is concerned about
how deeply the
BGeXperience
program has been
cut and the
implications of
them | Page 4

A good,
green start
Columnist Justin
Playl takes a moment

For graduating seniors,
University's Grad Fair
may be just the ticket

University to layoff
some hourly employees

to support President
Barack Obama's
plan to use cap and
trade policies to
eventually decrease
the use of greenhouse
gases | Page 4

By Kelly Metz

A brand
new system

The University announced on
Friday lhal 15 to 20 classified staff
— hourly employees — will be laid
off.
According to a release, Rebecca
Ferguson, assistant vice president
lor I luman Resources, said the final
number of layoffs won't be known
tor several days because classified

The Falcon football
team is now in spring
training, and the running backs are excited
about the new system
coach Dave Clawson
has devised | Page 7

By Eric Reed
Reporter

"I sat down with Human Resources on

Campus Editor

employees have the ability to move
into vacant positions or "bump"
other workers in their classification
who have less seniority.
I hose hourly employees who
tic> lake the lower position will be

offered the same benefits but at
a lower pay scale. Marketing and
Communications Director Dave
Kielmoyer said.
"I sat down with Human
Resources on Friday night to discuss who has taken the layoffs or
who has taken the bumps, and so
far it's a mix." lie said. "Ihere are
some advantages for both, but so

Friday night to discuss who has taken the
layoffs or who has taken the bumps, and

Graduating seniors know there
is just over a month left.
Mam
oi these seniors
eager!) cross oil each day thai
brings them closer to the da\
they get to saj goodbye to the

so far it's a mix... it's all across the board."
Dave Kielmeyer | Marketing and Communications Director
far. it's all across the board."
since last fail, die University has
cut about 70 jobs through eliminating vacant positions, attrition,
retirements and layoffs.
"We've worked very hard with
die vice presidents, deans and others with budget responsibilities
to eliminate vacant positions and
taken other steps to try to reduce
the number of people affected,"
Ferguson said In the release.
Faith Olson. Classified Staff
Council chair, said she received die
call from Human Resources about
the layoffs at 6 p.m. on Thursday.
She was back in the Human
Resources office at 6:30 a.m. on

University,
To help facilitate the gradll
ating process, the University
Bookstore is holding its I lib
Grad Fair today from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m, and tomorrow from
10a.m. to3 p.m. in the Unions
Multipurpose Room.
"The (irad I air is clone as ,i
convenience to grads so the)
can get everything they need
and not have to make multiple
trips," said Wendy Schorigen.

Friday offering sup|>ort to those
who were being laid off.
"We have known for some time
that something was going to happen and diat there would lx' job
eliminations, we just didn't know
when they would occur." she said.
Human Resources lias handled
the layoffs very professionally and
the council has been very supportive during this tough process.
"Someone in CSC leadership is
at the meeting with the employee
and I luman Resources when die)
are being told they will be let go or

assistant merchandise manag
er for the Universit) Bookstore,
I he Grad Fair also offers
students a 20 percent discount
on grad packs, which contain
items sut has a cap and gown, a
tassel, 20 announcements and
other graduation-related items
Students can also pick up
their graduation tickets at the
Grad I air.
Weii' giving awaj four sets
ot three extra graduation tickets this vear.' Schortgen said.

II students feel lost walking
into the Grad lair, they have no
need to worry.
"I'll be sitting ,n the lirsl
table." said Pam Oler, genGRAD FAIR

USG discusses slashed budgets
threatening music organizations

See LAYOFFS | Page 2

What special ingredient
would you use to create
the ultimate salad?

By India Hunter

THIS WEEK'S CITY COUNCIL MEETING: MEMBERS UNANIMOUSLY AGREE ON ISSUES
(Compiled by Knsten Visas. City Utor Next Meeting. April 20)
Action:

Action:

Copied approving a Con:-

Members of various musical
organizations expressed concerns about their abflit) to exist
after having their budge) slashed
by nearly 97 percent for the
2009-2010 academic vear by the
Student Budget Committee.
At last nights Undergraduate
Student Government meeting.
Eric Watts, president of the men's
chorus group the HecBccBGs.
asked USG members for advice
and suppon on how 10 handle
receiving drastically less funding

of R 2 Residential zoning fa ;
Gypsy Lane Read recently anne»ed by the
Vote:
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Vote:
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Integrated Social Studies
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Vote:

of meat. I'm a big guy.

I like meat." | Page 4

k

Reporters Notes:

Chris Kufhanek, president ol
the A Capeila Choir, has worries
for his organization as well
iisuaiK we gei money in the
thousands and the numbers for
this yeai were significant]) less."

he said.
Ibe central reason win musical organizations received less
USG | Page 2

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

I

was absent from last night's meeting.

next year, fhe Men's Chorus went
from getting $4,000 for the 20081
2009 academk .c,n to SI 10 next
year, uliich will affect the organizations ability logo on lours.

.we'd have it all
FREE Internet
FREE cable
FREE private shuttle

Shuttle service to •
bars on Friday &
Saturday nights

Private baths

Full-size washer
and dryer

Furnished if needed

and much more

Full-size dishwasher
Full-size washer
and dryer
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2 Tuesday.Ap.il 7.2009
sage about their house was posted
of Face book.

BLOTTER
THURSDAY. APRIL 2

From Page 1

6:14 P.M.
Four subjects were advised of
the University skating policy at
Founders.

3:51 AM.
Sergio Arcos. of Columbus, was cited
(or driving under the influence and
stopping in traffic on Wooster Street.

services, the contest recognized
"leadership in product mix.
marketing, layout and design,
food service applications and
customer service innovations."
"It is a great privilege to be
recognized by our peers and
industry leaders." Associate
Director of Dining Services
Itaria Blachowski-Dreyer also
said in the press release.
The University has submitted applications for the awards
before, and others were submitted this year, but only the
salads came out on top.
"It's a very prestigious award
that's been going on for some
time, "Meyer said.
Addic Stephens, a student
manager at Commons, said
the program was one of its
best, especially among professors and station campus.
"I think it's just• a different
option," she said. "I know the
vegetarians like it a lot."
Freshman
Stefani
Smithburger has a salad every
day.
"It'shealthy food, but it doesn't
take that king" slie said. "Usually
the lines mx that long."
All last summer, Stephens
said employees sampled different flavor variations to find the

8:43 P.M.
Several subjects were found with
alcohol in Mac West. Officers had
subjects dispose of the alcohol and
hall staff will handle referrals to student discipline.

1:12 P.M.
Complainant reported his wallet was
stolen from the Rec Center.
757 P.M.
Complainant reported his cell phone
and wallet were stolen from the Rec
Center.

SUNDAY APRIL 5
2:44 A.M.
Complainant reported two males
fighting in Mac West. Upon officers
arrival there was no fight.

FRIDAY, APRIL 3
249 A.M.
Complainant reported subjects fighting in University Hall. The officer
advised the subjects were just arguing,
the subjects were sent on their separate ways

2:45 A.M.
Complainant reported a male and
female arguing in Lot 7 Subjects
were sent on their separate ways.
11:25 A.M.
Complainant reported her mailbox
on Klotz Road was damaged sometime overnight, causing approximately $100 in damages.

400 A.M.
Noah Pelmear. of Archbold. Ohio, was
cited for driving under the influence
.tnd left of center in Lot A.

6:01 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
persons keyed the driver side quarter panel of his vehicle sometime
after midnight, causing approximately $500 in damages.

1:00 PM.
Complainant reported damage to a
shower curtain in Offenhauer West.
9:26 P.M.
James Brabenec. of Olmstead Falls.
Ohio, was cited for underage consumption of alcoholic beverages in
Harshman.

1026 P.M.
A student from Harshman felt
threatened by words written on a
board on their door. The officer
spoke with the student, complaint is
un found.

SATURDAY, APRIL 4
8:56 A.M.
Complainant reported a bird was in
the kitchen at the Sigma Kappa house.
The bird was caught and released
outside.

MONDAY, APRIL 6

9:56 A.M.
Several members of Delta Sigma
Iheta reported a disrespectful mes-

k

•-rom Page 1
funding for next year is due to
budget constraints, said USG
IreasurcrliJ.Vfolf.
"Unfortunately, die main motivation behind this is because of a
budget crunch," said Wolf, who is
also co-chair of the SBC. "There is
an appeals process, however."
Watts said his organization

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

visit us online @

BGVlews

ONLINE: Go to bgvtewscomfofthe
complete blotter list

plans to appeal, but there is a
roadblock to overcome. Since one
of the reasons stated in the letter
from SBC was that the musical
organizations are tied to academic
classes, the organizations have to
prove the)' are separate entities.
Wolf said if it can be proven
diere is no tie to any academic department it may make the
musical organizations' case easier
when diey appeal. He also said
many other organizations such as

USG

LAYOFFS
From Page 1
displaced," she added. "Wfe support them through this difficult
time, ask questions that should be
asked, inform them of things they
should know and overall just let
them know they have choices."
The council has been working
with the classified staff on how
to be prepared if a layoff should
occur, according to Olson. They
have offered seminars and classes
on how to be prepared, how to
better manage money, how to get
out of debt, how to set up a budget, retirement plans and so on.
lob services teams have Ix^n in
to speak to the staff and attention
has been [raid to die importance
of nutrition and exercise.
"We've had these professional
development classes about healthcare and how to be a better healthcare consumer because things
like this matter." she said. These
lessons prepare people for a time
when things are not as good as
they were before and we are trying
to IK1 proactive in helping."
Although the layoffs have come
at a tough time, Kielmeyer said
the staff is still offered continued
healthcare benefit! for up to 18
months through the Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
An. Sixty-five percent of theCOBRA
healthcare costs are covered by the

CORRECTION GRAD FAIR
From Page 1
POLICY

4:15 A.M.
Complainant reported his girlfriend
stole his black. LG En-Vj cell
phone from his apartment on East
Napoleon Road.

9:30 A.M.
Three students will be referred to
student discipline for possession of
University signs on North Enterprise.

tastiest recipe combinations.
For now, although they settled
on Asian, Greek, southwest,
orchard and Italian as the featured salads, customers always
have the option to choose their
own ingredients.
But freshman Matt Romito
recommends they order one
on the list. He didn't expect
some of die ingredients to work
so well together.
"I was surprised at how well
the guacamole goes with the
southwest," he said.
Before Romito started working for Commons in October,
he rarely ate salads. Now he
offers his own recommendations to customers and creates
his own recipes.
But Romito said the southwest recipe remains the most
popular.
"Gotta try the southwest," he
said.
And immediately after he
said that, sophomore Martina
Chatmon walked up and
ordered one.
"I come here like four times a
week," she said. "I tliinkifsoncof
the best things on campus. You
can choose what you want."
Chatmon switches it up
sometimes between southwest and Italian, but she said
designing her own salad heats
getting one pre-made with flavors she might not like.

SALAD

Dance Marathon experienced significantly reduced funding. Wolf
was unable to recall the Dance
Marathon's budget reductions.
"There needs to be a clear difference between class credit and
organizations when asking for
SBC funding," Wfotts said.
Without SBC funding members
of organizations like A Capella,
Men's Chorus. Women's Chorus
and the HeeBeeBGs will be unable
to operate the way they do now.
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THE WAVE A*>
h*
TO WELLNESS
23rd Annual Health & Wellness Fair
Open to all BGSU students, faculty & staff and Bowling Green community

count.

eral trade supervisor for the
University Bookstore. "I'm the
first face they see when they
walk in, and it's my job to make
sure they know how to navigate
around the fair."
Besides graduation essentials,
the Grad lair will also be offering some other items at a dis-

"We aren't able to function
when we lose our SBC funding
and we have no excess funds to
draw upon." Watts said.
In the past, musical organizations raised funds, but efforts
haven't been successful the past
couple of years, Watts said.
"When Men's Chorus had their
hot-tub-a-thon diis past year diey
raised only $500, when in years
past they were able to raise as
much as $9,000," Watts said.

federal stimulus package
Staff who have family taking
classes at the University or are
taking classes themselves arc also
being compensated with a yearlong fee waiver, offering continued tuition benefits to those who
have involuntarily lost their jobs,
Kielmeyer added.
Olson said the CSC is still available to help those who have had
their jobs eliminated or are being
displaced.
"V\fe are here to help, but we can't
change the process," she said. "We
can support them and if [the staff]
has knowledge of what their choices are, they can handle change.
I am a linn believer that knowledge is power, power to determine
destiny. When they have enough
knowledge and information, they
can make wise decisions about
theirserves and their families."
In order for the University to
oiler buyouts to laid-off employees, Kielmeyer said there must be
50 layoffs at one time. He said he
does not predict 50 layoffs happening at one time.
Kielmeyer said the I Iniversity will
try to avoid further faculty layoffs.
"We arc doing everything we
can to protect the core education,
so I think die faculty will be less
affected" he said. "We are working
as hard as we can to reduce the
impact of all this. Layoffs arc not
something we like to do, but that is
just what the situation called for."

"This year we're offering a lot
of alumni stuff at a discount.
Usually It's just like a sweatshirt
or two, but this year we're bringing up a lot of stuff," Eckert said.
Sarah Fxkert, a student manager at the University Bookstore,
is looking forward to working
the Grad Fair but is even more
excited about something else.
"I'm thrilled to be graduating,"
she said.

Musical ensembles are vital for
the University because of their
ability to recruit students to campus along with providing entertainment, Kulhaneksaid.
"We put on many social functions, do community service and
help to recniit musical students to
the University,'' he said.
USG Chief of Staff Nicole
Fratianne suggested the musical
organizations find new ways to
raise funds.

A grad pack from the
University Bookstore
contains:
■ cap and gown
■ hood for master's
graduates
■ tassel
■ 20 announcements
with 20 seals
■ alumni tumbler

"I would suggest looking
into new fundraising models,"
Fratianne said.
To help the musical organizations receive more funding,
Musical Arts Senator Tim Delnay
said he plans on writing a resolution.
"This concerns me since these
are my constituents," Delnay said.
"Also, many non-music majors
participate in these programs so
their existence is crucial."

New at BGSU:

No Paper
No Lines.
No Problem,
eBill, ePayment & eRefund
coming April 6,2009

\0 m- 3 P/n
UNlOfN BALLROOM
WIN A CPS, Wll FIT ft. OTHER. PWZHH
Free Blood Glucose & Cholesterol Testing by the Student Health Services

ePdyment'. new enhanced Web site for
payment services, payment search, payment history.
Enroll your parent as an authorized payer.
GRCiUnO!from in line to online enroll in
electronic banking direct deposit for your
financial aid refundsl
To enroll: log onto my.bgsu, click "Bursar Bill View/
Pay" for your new services page.

Free Food!

Wellness Info

Free T-shirts to the
First 100 People!

Health Screenings

Raffle Prizes!
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demonstrations
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23rd Annual Health and Wellness Fair hopes to help
University students catch the wave to wellness'
By Becky Tenor

Reporter
Students looking lor a healthier
lifestyle this spring can stop by (he
2:trcl Annual I lealth and Wellness
I'air tomorrow and "catch the
wave to wellness."
Sponsored by the Wellness
Connection and Recreational
Sports, the tropical-thenied fair
is gauged to bring all types of
health education opportunities
to students, Wellness Connection
Secretary Amy Sheldrick said
"It's really a great opportunity
to raise awareness about health
education," she added.
The fair will lx' hosting over ">0
booths in the Union llallroom
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The first
1(X) people get a free T-shirt.
Sheldrick said there will also be
other opportunities for students
to try free food and interactive
demonstrations for fitness programs.
"Students can see ... yoga and
hip-hop hustle' and they can participate in [the demonstrations] or
just watch." she said.
Sheldrick also said the fair is
a great opportunity for students
who are graduating to come and
get information because the fair
oilers many resources that can
help students in their new chapter
of life.
" lliis could be the last chance
for seniors to get this kind of infor-

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

"[The fair] is not going around and getting
brouchures. It's more interactive. Taking
part in these things is really important..."
i ntli liuyiitii.

.,

niation." she said.
The Health and Wellness Fair
is meant to present more than
a typical informational fair by
having many of the booths offer
interactive games and free health
screenings, Wellness (lonnecdon

Director Faith YingHng said.
Sonieolthe screenings students
can participate in are blood pressure and blood glucose checks,
cholesterol le\'els. sleep disorders,
balance testing and the derma
scan.
"|Thc fair] is not going around
and getting brochures," she said.
It's more interactive. Taking part
in these tilings is really important

"Its aD hands-on so students can
see the results to gain knowledge
about health related topics they
might not know about," she said.
The Wellness Connection will
also lie st'llinj! raffle lirkrls ID give

for students."

away a GPS and a WU Fit

Yingling said the fair is good
place for student and faculty to
get involved together on making
healthier lifestyle changes.
"The fair promotes a healthy
lifestyle and healthy behaviors.''
she said. "It helps give them the
tools they need to engage in a
heallliier lifestyle."
Tire fair is also open to all faculty,
stall and community members,
said Kclcey lirubakcr, a Wellness
Connection intern.

Yingling said the Health and
Wellness liiir offers so much to
Students that she hopes they will

i-1:30 p.m.
Coffee Talk

Multi Purpose Room

130 and 131 Union- Gallery Space

Greek Leadership Team
Meeting

204 Olscamp

7 p.m.
New Member Greek

Bowling Green | No Tanning Appointment!
Open Everyday

Kroger
Plaza Center
1062 North
Main St.

come and learn.
"The spring is a time when people are wanting to make a change
and get out. so it's a great time to

get this information to people and
get people educated," she said.
for more information about
thi' 1 lealth and Wellness I air, contad the Wellness Connection at
419-372-9355.

8 pm
"The Perseverity of
Diversity." by U.S. Rep. Tom
Tancredo (R-Colo.) on
illegal immigration

"0 a.m. - / p.m.
Grad Fair

306 Union

PUIIISMED IT:
Office of Student Publications
214 West hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green Ohio 4J403

Council Meeting

201B Union-Sky Bank Room

Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

BG
BUCKS

and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

308 Union

Some events taken from evens bqsu edu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #11: BFA Senior
Thesis Exhibit

Students can expect to see
booths from dental health, the
lire department, organ and tissue
donation, weight management,
the Wood County Hospital and
Health Department, information
on alcohol abuse and depression
and free massages, among others
There are so many different
booths, there will lie something
loi everyone to enjoy, lirubakcr
said.

SAVE BIG!

IT'S HERE!

Olscamp 101
; | r

•
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High School Musical Movie
Event
Student Union Theater

MEAN EVERYTHING TO US
Schedule your donation
today and receive up to

MECCA

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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Call BioLife at 419.425.8680
1789E.MELR0SEAVE.
FINDLAY, OH
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FREE
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No Coupon Needed!
Just add $20 to your laundry card and receive a free $2 bonus
111 Railroad Street-Behind Myles Pizza Pub

FORUM
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"It is a great privilege to be recognized by our peers and industry
leaders."
- Daria Blachowski-Dreyer. associate director of dining services [see story, pg. 1].
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"Crutons. There's
nothing better than
crunchy bread."
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What ingredient or technique would you use to create the ultimate salad?
"Cheese, crutons,
Italian dressing and
no vegetables."

"Nice, crisp, quality
Green Giant leaves"

"Baby carrots.
They're healthy and
good for your eyes."

fe

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

TRACY RIHKER.
Freshman.
Undecided

ANDYWETZEL
Freshman.
Marketing

JAMON GOODWIN.
Freshman.
Film Production

WALKING IS STILL HONEST
HWSKKS!
DffifOOSfE
Hcwsne
COTRSIELN
srecHit&s

SUZANNE HALEY.
Senior.
MIS

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Cap and trade a good start, but
not a good long-term solution
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THE BG NEWS

Loss of BGX a serious blow to
growth of University students
A man in a black suit walked
oil campus last week. 1 le is the
symbol of continued change at
tin' University.
Budgets are tight; a large
group of service staff were laid
off. This round of cuts is not
surprising as they come on the
heels of other puzzling decisions, hut they are troubling for
a proud alumnus.
As I contemplate my decision
to become a U.S. Army officer
on the cusp of my first deployment lo Iraq, 1 am struck by
how much BGSU influenced my
decision. The University helped
shape my values. The surrounding community is another
example of why the American
way of life must be protected
because of its openness and its
idyllic pace. But I am apprehensive about the possibility that
future students will be as lucky
as I was.
The first administrative decision I found troubling was to kill
the BGeX program. BGeX was
designed to get incoming freshmen thinking about their values
and place in society.
For my senior year of high
school. I read "T he Kite Runner''
by Muilcd llosseini for BGeX
and attended a freshman history class in which I helped
the professor lead discussions
about the book and time periods we covered.
My values were furthered
by the lively discussions 1 participated in during my time at
the University. I disagreed with
many of my professors politically, but they continually challenged me to think about our
government and my place in
society.
BGeX was a program designed
to make self-reflection easier
for young students. It was one
of the only times students and
faculty collectively discussed
issues and concerns beyond the
curriculum.
It is possible to produce
students of strong character
without BGeX. But why abandon a promising program that
rewarded professors with a little

extra money, got students thinking about themselves and society and created some sense of a
collegiate community?
If these reasons weren't
enough to earn the administration's continued support, BGeX
was also marketable as hell. If
it could have reached maturity
as a successful program, OSU
would drop its nose long enough
to notice the universe outside
of High Street. BGSU was moving past its humble origins to
become the preeminent undergraduate university in Ohio. It
was not going to lose state funding battles without a fight.
Instead,
Dean
Donald
Nieman. the founder and champion of BGeX, left the University.
The BGeX program seemed to
die of the bureaucratic scourge
that infects newly installed
administrators. It is known as
the "ain't my baby" syndrome,
whereby innovations of the previous leadership are left to wilt
because if they worked well, the
question becomes "Why did we
get rid of the previous people in
the first place?"
lust as a shark dies if it stops
swimming, the University must
keep a forward momentum of
change as it swims in increasingly shallow budgetary waters.
If parents realize services have
been slashed, that BGSU has
nothing to offer besides state
college cookie-cutterism, why
will they send their kids to our
school?
Beyond layoffs to cut budgets,
what are we doing academically
to prove our worth, to generate
funding and revenue over the
long term? The laid-off workers,
their families and the students
who pay the bills deserve a better BGSU.
I have talked to other alumni about the situation. We are
apprehensive about the future
of the school — enrollment is
down by an alarming percentage. Beyond brightly colored
billboards, what is being done
to move BGSU past "me too"
status in the state college system?

Our University may not be as
glamorous as Miami University
claims to be, or centered in
a big town like Cincinnati or
Columbus. But we do have a
proud tradition. Our disadvantages melt away if we use our
situation as a marketable tool.
We are a place where professors are accessible. The town is
small but lively. Social organizations abound. And beyond a
good student life, we have a long
history of producing successful
professionals. Where are their
faces in our marketing material?
Why don't we innovate with
programs like BGeX, instead
of going stagnant on a status
quo? When I arrived in 2002, it
seemed like BGSU was a university on the rise. What happened
to our momentum in the last
seven years?
The University must create
a plan for sustainable growth.
Cutting services and raising tuition is not the answer.
Students and parents notice
shrinking services.
Community colleges are taking potential students because
they are cheaper and because
we have priced our services as
an institution too high, without
showing value. The decisions
facing the administration are
difficult. But the days of internecine wars among administrators must end.
A marketing program has to
be installed where we highlight
our strengths academically
and socially, finally, we must
innovate and be better than our
rivals by being different.
My hometown of Salem has
a proud tradition of supporting
BGSU. I know the alumni office
will keep sending me pleas for
support. Circumstances permitting, I will do what I can financially for the school and town
I love. But 1 hope that in the
future, they give me a reason
why I should.
— Jon Halvcrstadt, University
alumnus. Jon graduated in
2006 and is an officer in the
U.S. Army. Respond to him at
thenewsCd;bgnews.com. or at
his personal e-mail address.
jphalve@gmail.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thefiews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
f
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

k

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Lately, there's been a lot of buzz
about cap and trade policies
as a possible solution to global
climate change. The European
Union has already implemented a cap and trade system
(albeit with limited success),
and President Obama wants to
follow suit as a major part of his
clean energy plan. 1 know this
will come as a surprise to everyone, since lama newspaper columnist and therefore ethically
bound to criticize everything,
but I approve of this policy.
Cap and trade is actually a
two-part policy. The first part,
the cap, limits how much greenhouse gas (mostly carbon dioxide) industries can produce.
The government would give
and/or sell permits to industries which allow the industries
to only produce an established
quantity of gas. Over time, this
quantity would decrease, forcing businesses to produce less
and less gas.
The second part, the trade, is
less straightforward. In one of
the few legal instances of busk
nesses actually making money
by selling nonexistent products,
industries that produce less
than their permitted amount
of gas could sell the excess to
industries that produce more
than their permitted amount.
This would reward clean
industries by making their
cleanliness a tradable commodity. At the same time, dirty
industries would be penalized;

Respond to Justin at
thc-nev. s@ bgncws.com

US-China relationship crucia
By Alex Frouman
Columbia Daily Spectator

The US-China relationship
is the most important bilateral diplomatic relationship for
the US today. The issues that
link these two world powers
include the economy, nuclear
proliferation, climate change,
and human rights. Meaningful
progress cannot be made in any
of these issues without effective
US-Chinese collaboration.
The global economy is the
top issue for the two nations.
The U.S. has the world's largest
economy by far (counting the
European Union as individual
nations), and lapan came in
second place until this year as
China passed Japan for that
spot. Even now China's economy is still growing despite the
opposite worldwide trend.
Though China's economy is
still much smaller than that of
the U.S., China will not only
emerge from t he recession debt-

free, but it will also own about
$1 trillion in U.S. government
debt. China has enough money
saved to fund not only its own
■i)(i() billion stimulus (which is
larger than the U.S. stimulus
package when adjusted for the
size of the economies), but also
in part that of the U.S.
China's massive trade surplus
in the recent decades, opposed
to the U.S. trade deficit, has
left it with this saved money.
Beyond the SI trillion in U.S.
government debt, the Chinese
reserves contain nearly another
$1 trillion. The Chinese have
these U.S. dollars not because
they bought them, but because
they flow into the country via
trade.
However, this trade does not
come without contention. In a
Senate hearing, U.S. Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner
accused the Chinese government of manipulating its currency, the Renminbi (RMB or
Yuan), to keep it weak to the

dollar, which promotes Chinese
exports but not imports. The
result is that roughly one third
of the Chinese foreign reserves
are in dollars.
The power this gives China is
simple: If China were to withdraw dollar holdings, the value
of the dollar would plummet.
However, if China were to start
seriously withdrawing U.S. dollars, as it did that, the value of
the dollars still invested would
go down. That is, the first dollar withdrawn would be worth
much more than the last; $2
trillion would become much
less. Thus, any negative fluctuation in the dollar is bad for
China too. There is a mutually
assured destruction that prevents abuse of China's U.S. dollar holdings.

k

ONLINE: Read (he rest of this column
on-line at boviews com
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term it can limit the amount of
greenhouse gas produced while
making clean, renewable technology economically competitive.
In the long term, however, it
runs the risk of falling prey to
corruption, as has been seen
in the European Union. Some
businesses would gain more
political clout than others, and
thus be able to get their greenhouse gas caps relaxed. Other
businesses might eventually
learn to skew their emissions
data.
Furthermore, cap and trade
might eventually legitimize
dirty industry, since it doesn't
outright ban greenhouse gasses. Wealthier businesses would
be able to quietly pay for their
overproduction of gasses, not
reforming at all.
Besides, it would set up a
market for trading these gasses,
with investors actually making
money by buying and selling
unproduced pollution. Should
such a market form, it will be
nearly impossible to cut emissions, since people would be
depending on the production
and trade of greenhouse gasses
for their livelihoods.
Cap and trade, therefore,
should never be treated as a
solution to climate change; in
the short term it only encourages the development of solutions, and in the long term, it
could actually harm attempts at
reform. It is, however, the most
practical stopgap measure
available to us right now.

they would have to pay for their
pollution, encouraging them to
clean up their act.
My favorite part of this policy
is the fact that it requires so
little work on the government's
part — it passes the buck to
private business. All cost and
responsibility for cleaning up
industry falls squarely on the
shoulders of the private sector, which is where it belongs,
considering dirty industry is
responsible for bringing about
the threat of climate change in
the first place. All the government has to do then is regulate
the industries.
This is the cap and trade policy's advantage over other ideas
that have been tossed around.
Clean coal and nuclear power
plants require heavy government investment, and still only
(poorly) address emissions
from power plants. Ethanol.
besides being a bad use of
farmland, is heavily subsidized.
And truly renewable energy
projects, like wind and solar,
currently require large government grants to be economically
competitive.
Cap and trade would also
make clean solutions to climate
change cheaper, but the money
to do so would largely come
from other industries, not the
federal government's nonexistent coffers.
There's a catch, though. No
matter what politicians say,
cap and trade is not a solution
to global climate change. It
is, however, a perfect stopgap
measure. It encourages private
industries to find their own
solutions to climate change, but
doesn't provideasolutioninand
of itself. However, in the short
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
FAR RIGHT: Junto- Chris Knight and
Freshman David Oarkson watch as the

6 3 5
2 3 4

>idlc University Spartans lose to
the University of North Carolina Tar Heels
during the NCAA basketball championship game. "It was very disappointing, we
needed to cut back on turnovers." Clarkson. a
Michigan native, said.
RIGHT: Freshmen David Garlcson and
Joseph Fresh watch as the Mk lutjan State
University Spartans lose to the University of
North Carolina Tar Heels The final score was
UNC89-MSU72
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Sudoku
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

CAMPUS: IN PH

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Photos by Alaina Buzas | Photographer
ABOVE: Fon' students support Stephanie
Roe Locthefeld as she plays Three Strikes
during The Price Is Richt in the BTSU
Ballroom yesterday. The boys, who sat front
IOW. spent the evening yelling price suggestions and supporting their fellow students
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

RIGHT: Stephanie Rae Locthefeld plays
the game Three Strikes during the Student
Union sponsored game. The Price Is Right
yesterday. Locthefeld won the game and
walked away with an iPod and DVD player

PRIZESUDOKU COM

FAR RIGHT: BGSUs Human Relations
Commission sponsored a screening of
"Vincent Who?" in the Union Theater yesterday. "I hope even if you re not Asian you
can still learn something from it. about your
own identity.' said tho films producer Curtis
Chin. The film tells the story of Vincent CHm.
a Chinese American who was murdered ir
1982 in Detroit when he was mistaken for a
Japanese man. In the early '80s. the Motor
City was suffering from competition with
Japanese import cars, causing much racial
tension m the city. Chtn is currently tcunng
the country with the film, having already
stopped at SO colleges and universities with
about 15 left to go

MECCA
Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com

LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW:
Our 09-10 Listing
Pictures

Banquet Servers: Full or part-time, work when it fits
your schedule.

Map of locations

Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available

Paperwork

Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available
Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!
$8 - $14+ an hour!
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WIU. THAW

WE OFFER FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES AND VERY COMPETITIVE WAGES!
For more information call 1-800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources

EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN

1 800 899 8070

6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OH 44124

This and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call our office for updates on openings.

1045 N. Main 7B
419-353-5800
inro@meccabg.com

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

[New)

Available May 16, 2009
422Clough St- Two bedrooms
$470 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $470 00 Limit 2 people. Limit
2 cars Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10

>ostY-cino
jjf/ee Shake

Beans!
New Frosty"
Coffee Treats.

221 S. College Dr - Three
bedrooms $816 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $816 00. Tenants
mow lawn Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8/10
710 Eighth St - Three bedrooms, 2
baths $960 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $960.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars Lease 5/16/09 -5/8/10.

710 Elm St- Three bedrooms
S760 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $760.00 Has a washer and
dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8/10
710 1/2 Elm St -Three
bedrooms, 2 baths $740 00
per month plus utilities Deposit
S740.00. Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/16/09-5/8/10
150 Manville - Two bedrooms,
lower unit. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00 Limit 3
people Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/16/09
- 5/8/10.

720 & 722 Eighth-Two-3
150 1/2 Manville -One
bedrooms A-frame houses $575 00 per
bedroom, upper unit. $395.00
month plus utilities Deposit $575 00
per month plus utilities. Deposit
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2
Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8/10
cars. Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10

Available August 20, 2009
432 S. College #A - Three
bedrooms. $690 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $690 00. Limit 3
people Limit 3 cars Has washer and
dryer Lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10

CfiFFCC FCFF<
Twisted Frosty"
_ » •*■"'" [" • rKP,?ANK i

STUDENT UNION

432 S. College #B - One
bedroom $480 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $480 00 Limit 2
people Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
We htvt many apartmants available Stop in the Rental Offict for a brochure
or visit our website tor Information: www.lohnnewtovarealstati.tgm

HOURS MON-FRI

7:30am-2:00am

WEEKEND HOURS
Sat. 9:00 am-2:00 am
Sun. 1O:0Oam -2:00 am

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. |*ios«lrom TjcoBell)
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TRACK
Meet with Toledo
cancelled
The dual meet between BG
and Toledo for today has
been cancelled due to poor
weather in the forecast. BG
coach Cami Wells said it
wasn't worth risking injuries
to either team's athletes BG
will travel to Arizona State

ETHAN MAGOC

TEACHER:

ETHAN MAGOC

[HE 6G NEWS

PUPIL: Freshman Steve Dunlap (left) may see playing time this season.

cfc l>ds boon taking reps with the second team in spring practice

for the Sun Devil Classic this
weekend.

■

Runnin' wild

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for

Spring practice gives Clawson time to evaluate
depth, implant new system at running back

continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports teams.
Visit the blog tomorrow to
see a video on a very energetic coach on the Falcon

By Andrew Harner

take a look around the MAC
every weekday.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball
vs. Eastern Michigan; 3 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
ETHAN MAGOC

1995—Baseball's exhibition
season starts late due to
players' strike.

"I think it's a great system. The defense

Sports Editor

football team. Additionally,

FIRSTTEAMER: Asol now. Willie Getei is the top running back on the team. Last
season. Geter was slowed by injunes and played in jus! eight games

After having ihcir running abilities somewhat limited in Gregg
Brandon's spread offense, both
Willie Geter and Chris Bullock
are excited a new system will be
gracing the Doyl gridiron next
season.
Despite specific details of dial
System staying under wraps, the
lop two running backs both
seemed very excited about the
upcoming season.
"I think it's a great system,''
Geter said. "The defense will
nc\ er know what to expect.''
While Cieter, a junior who
gained 301 yards on 45 attempts
in limited action last season, was
talking about the opposition,
Bullock is more pleased with the
formation set-up he's been see-

will never know what to expect."
Willie Geter | Junior running back

ing in spring practices.
"We're a little under center I«IW,"
Bullock said. "That's preferably
how running backs like it."
With Geter taking reps with
the first team. Bullock, despite
being a senior, knows he'll get
his carries in no matter who is
dubbed the starter in August.
"We know |if| one's tired, the
other's coming in," Bullock said.
However, Geter isn't takinghis
position for granted, knowing a
change can come at any time.
"It's always a competition,"
Geter said. "He forces me to play
better, |and| I force him to play
better."

Last season, four different
players started for the Falcons,
with Bullock taking the majority
with live. Anthony Turner led the
team with400 rushing yards and
quarterback Tyler Sbeehan had
the most carries wilh IDS.
Based on formations used in
practice, it appears coach Dave
(lawsun has a set regimen in
mind for the run game this season, with Geter and Bullock carrying most of the load.
But while Clawson said that
Geter's quickness and vision
See DEPTH | Page 7

1969—Dodgers reliever
Bill Singler credited with first
baseball save.

Track team has strong outing in Detroit

1928-New York Rangers
GM Lester Patrick replaces

By Craig Vandcrkam

injured goalie and wins game

The List
Major League Baseball got
into full swing yesterday with
nearly a full slate of games.
Despite a loss, the Indians
game hit close to home and
today, were listing five key
moments from that game:

1. Elvis Andrus: The
rookie had a double off last
seasons Cy Young Award
winner in his first career at-

BRANDON HEISS

'■•

GROWING UP: Fic-shman Jon Bern taps helmets with Logan Meisler earlier this season
Bon was drafted by the Oakland Athletics but came to BG to improve his game.

bat

2. Hank Blalock:
Blalock's fifth inning home run
opened up the door for the
Rangers giving them a 7-0
lead and helping drive Cliff
Lee out of the game.

3. Travis Haf tier:
Hafner had a seventh inning
single and later scored the

Berti using time at
BG to sharpen game
before going pro
By Chris Sojka
Reporte'

Tribe's first run of the season
on a wild pitch.

4. Kevin Millwood:
The former Indian got his
season started on the right
foot, going seven innings and
allowing just one run.

5. Jarrod
Saltalamacchia:
Saltalamacchia torched the
Indians for a home run and
three RBI in Texas' 9-1 vktory

Whitney
Hartman

Web Editor

over Montreal.

Ion Berti remembers having a
baseball bat in his hands ever
since he could walk.
Growing up, he always had
dreams of playing college baseball and moving on to the pros.
This year, his dreams started
coming true.
Berti, who was a 36th round
selection of the Oakland
Athletics in the 2008 draft, is in
the process of living his dream
as he decided to attend college and play baseball with the
Falcons instead of going into the
As organization right out of high
school.
While being a professional
baseball player is something he
eventually wants to become, his

decision to attend BG instead
was not too challenging.
"It was never really KM big of
a decision for me," Berti said. "I
met with the A's scout after I
was drafted to talk about my
future and both of us agreed
that I should try and improve
on some things about my game
in college before thinking about
heading to the pros."
I laving the chance to improve
certain aspects of his game is
something he's getting the
opportunity to do as he is getting playing time as a freshman
at shortstop and in the outfield.
As a four-year starter at shortstop in high school, Berti came
to BG knowing he would not be
See BERTI | Page 7

After recording eight first place
finishes last weekend, the BG
track team equaled that mark
Friday at the University of Detroit
Mercy Titan Classic.
Six of the eight first place finishes were in field events despite
cold and windy weather conditions. (loach Cami Wells was satisfied with the performances this
weekend and emphasized the
athletes competing well in tough
conditions.
"Our goal was to build on last
week and get the best efforts out
of each person while staying
healthy," Wells said. "I was very
pleased with the overall effort
and focus of the-team especially
given the very poor weather conditions. The effort was consistent and solid across the board.
This was another step in the right

Placed first in the
hammer throw and
discus

direction."
There was no overall team scoring in the meet.
Of the eight top finishes, two
(hammer throw and discus)
were recorded by senior Whitney
Hartman.
"Whitney is a team captain and
leader, and I always know she will
go out and give her best effort
On meet day," Wells said. "She is
a very well rounded athlete and
excels in the hammer and has
been very consistent in the discus and shot this season as well,
which is something that was a
focus after last outdoor season."
In addition, senior TaKarra

il

Kara
Butler
Set a stadium
record in the 3.000
meter run

Dunning won the shot put,
improving her regionalqualifying
distance to 15.03 meters. Senior
Kara Butler set a stadium record
in the 3,000 meter run with a time
of 10:29.30.
Additionally, senior Kylie
Korsnack won in the javelin
throw, junior Sabrina Forstein
in the pole vault, sophomore
Brittani McNcal in the long jump
and sophomore Ashley Fischer in
the one mile run.
Earlier this week, MidAmerican Conference coaches
See TRACK I Page 7

Lee falters as Cleveland drops season opener
Stephen Hawkins
The Associated Press

ARIJNGTON, Texas - The Texas
Hangers can still hit. Cliff Ice can
attest to that.
The AL Cy Young Award winner allowed seven runs and 10
hits in five innings, including I lank
Blalock's three-run homer, and
the Rangers routed the Cleveland
Indians 9-1 yesterday in their season opener.
Kevin Millwood allowed one run
over seven innings in his fourth
consecutive opening-day start for
Texas. The 34-year-old right-hander lost his first three.
. Lee was 22-3 with an Al.-leading 2.54 .ERA last season, when the
left-hander never gave up more
than six runs in a game — one of
those starts was in a victory at the
Rangers.

Texas had 15 hits against
four pitchers, including jarrod
Saltalamacchia's solo homer in
the eighth. It matched the most
hits for the Rangers in a season

opener
Texas jumped ahead with four
nins in the second off lee, who
allowed only four earned runs in
liis first seven starts a year ago.
Blalock hit a one-hopper that
ricocheted off Ice's arm in the
second. Cleveland manager Eric
Wedge and a trainer went out to
check on Ice, who threw one
warmup pitch and said he was OK.
Marlon Byrd then doubled and
the Rangers scored all their runs
that inning with two outs.

TONVGUTKRREZ I APPHOTO

Saltalamacchia had his run- OUCH: Off Lee reacts after being struck by
scoring hit before Elvis Andrus, a lino drive during Clevelands 9-1 loss yesthe 20-year-old shortstop who had lc,daV afternoon The reigning AL Cy Young
never before played above Double- Awa,() *"""* ^v*1 in lhe <l*™ bul Picled
A, doubled in his first at-baL
"P te "'« !°" of the season.
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"I was very pleased with the

Jordan leads star-studded inductee class TRACK

overall effort and focus of the team

From Paqe 6

Dan Galiton

voted on the outdoor preseason

The Associated Press

poll, ranking the falcons llth
of 12 learns.
Wells has higher expeclat Ions
for the team this season.

DETROIT — Michael Ionian
warned io pul on his shorts and
play one final lime.
The decorated NBA champion and MVP already had two
failed retirements, so what was
one more return to the court?
Sharing a stage with former
Dream Team teammates David
Robinson and lohn Stockton,
Jordan was all out of comebacks.
Air Jordan has a new name:
Hall of l-'amer.

"Competition is where you
prove yourself Polls are polls.'

Hall of Rune.
"I don't like heing up here for
the I Jail of lame because at that
time your basketball career is
completely over,'' Jordan said. "I
was hoping this day would be
20 more years, or actually go in
when I'm dead and gone.''
Jordan's Mall of Tame selection was a slam dunk after lie
retired as perhaps the greatest
player in history. And he gave
much of the credit to his college
coach.
"There's no way you guys
would have got a chance to sec
Michael Jordan play without

DEPTH
From Paqe 6
combined with Bullock's size
and physicality make a strong
one, two punch, he wants a third
player in the mix by the time the
season starts,
Freshman Steve Dunlap may
be that player.
Not to discredit (Jeter's or
Bullock's abilities to catch the ball
out of the backfield, but that is the
area Clawson said Dunlap has
impressed in most.
And the two veterans ahead of
him have nothing hut praise for
theup-and-comer.
"He's been out there working,"

conditions. The effort was consistent
and solid across the board."
:

Wells said.
The track team is postponing
a home dual meet with Toledo,
which was originally scheduled for today, due to projected
weather conditions.

The forecast calls for 30 degree

Jordan was elected to the dass
of 2009yesterday with Kohinson
and Stockton. Utah Jazz coach
Jerry Sloan and Rutgers women's coach C. Vivian Stringer arc
also part of a class announced
in Detroit, site of the men's final
Four.
Induction is Sept. 10-12 in
Springfield, Mass., home of the
Naismith Memorial Basketball

especially given the very poor weather

BERTI

J0HNBA2CM0RE

ANOTHER HONOR: Michael Jordan added Hall ol Famei to his resume yesterday as he
joined John Stockton. David Robinson. Jerry Sloan and Vivian Stringer in the 2009 class
Dean Smith.' he said.
His soaring dunks, Nike commercials and "Air Jordan" nickname helped stamp him as one
the most recognizable athletes
around the world. He finished a
15-year career with the Chicago
Bulls and Washington Wizards
with 32,292 points — the thirdhighest total in league history,
belli ltd kareem Abdul-Jabbar
and Karl Malone. His final
career average of 30.12 goes
down as the best, just ahead of

Wilt Chamberlain's 30.07.
The five-time NBA MVP won
six championships with the
Bulls and another in college
with North Carolina. The far
Heels played Michigan State
in the national championship
game last night.
Ionian will root on the Tar

Bullock said. "He never takes a
play off."
Geter even went as far as to put
Dunlap in the same category as
Bullock conipetilion-wise.
His an up and coming running back," (ieter said. "He's giving us more competition too."
Another young player that
could possibly impact the depth
is incoming freshman John
PetrJgrew.
Pettigrew is regarded by many
as the lop recruit from Claw sons
first class, and while ("lawson
said he wants to redshirt as many
players as ixissible. if Pettigrew
looks ready, he'll be seeing the
field.
'"inn have to play the best guys,"

I [eels, but had no plans to give
them a pep talk.
Tar Heels coach Roy Williams
was an assistant with Carolina
on thai I9H2 championship
team and was at yesterday's
induction, when' ly Lawson
won the Bob Cousy award as
the nation's top point guard.
Ionian retired twice during
his career. He first came back to
the Bulls in 1991 anil won three
more championships before
retiring again In 1998, then bad
an ill-fated two-year stint with
the Washington Wizards before
calling it i|iiits for good in 2003.
He's now managing partner of
the Charlotte Bobcats
yesterday, he joked that when
he saw Stockton and Robinson
he was ready to put his shorts
on again.

Clawson said. We expeel him
to come in and push these guys,
and if he pushes them to the point
thai be deserves to play, well play
him.
"You always like to redshirt as
many guys as you can, but you
never want to sacrifice the current season by rcdshiiting guys
that can help you win."
As for quarterbacks Sheehan
and Andrew Beam, who combined for 127 carries last season
their legs may or may not get a rest
accord! ng to (lawson.
"Time will tell," he said. "We
never know if guys from Troy or
Marshall or Missouri are watch
ing so we have to keep some ot

temperatures, high winds, rain
and snow. II was the I ale mis'
first scheduled bomemeei since
before the indoor season ended
"We really wanted to hold the
meet, but cannot put our ath-

letes or Ul s in a position where
nsk ul injur) is thai high." Wells
said.
I his Friday, 12 athletes will
participate in the Arizona State
Sun \ngel Classic

"I have learned a lot from [Ryan] Shay.
He's a great player, and he has taken

From Page 6
able to start at his position.
"We were honest and up front
with him." H(i coach Danny
Schmitz said. "With (senior!
Ryan Shay coming hack, we
already knew who our starter
was.
litii Herti is still seeing a good
amount of playing lime, and he
really understands his role on
the team.
"Il was a little different at first
just because I'm used to being
out (at shortstop) every day,"
Herti said. "Right now, I'm more
of a utility player. My job is to
help the team win games any
way I can, whether it's playing the infield, outfield or pinch
running.
"I have learned a lot from
Shay. He's a great player, and
he has taken me under his wing
to show me how to play short at
. the college level."
While lierli has learned a lot
from Shay this season with the
Falcons, his father, Tom Herti.
has been a huge influence on
his baseball life.
His father played college
baseball at Detroit-Mercy and
for two years in the Detroit
Tigers organization.
Berti recalls his father teach
ing him the game of baseball
ever since he can remember
and is thankful he had some-

me under his wing to show me how to
play short at the college level."
Jon Berti I Fit one with a great baseball background to help him.
"My dad has had the biggest
influence on me," Herti said. "To
this day. if I'm ever in a slump
or if I need some advice about
baseball, he's the one Til call."
So far this season. Herti probably has not had the need io
call his father for advice about
being in a slump, as he is havInga great slart to the season.
As of last weekend. Herti is

Haven, Fla„ where he thought
the team played some good
baseball.
Hut all fun aside. Berti Isverj
serious about the game and
wants to accomplish all of his
goals.
"I hope in continue to work
hard and improve my game so
I can heller help the team win,"
hesaid. "As.itcam.lw.ini io win
a Mid-American Conference

hilling .356 in 49 at-bats, has
a home run, 1(1 KM and is first
on the team with a.479 on base

Schmitz. who recently won
bis 500th game as a Falcon
baseball coach, knows a thing
or two about winning, and he
is happy to have Herti on his
team en route to a MAC championship.
"Jon brings a lot of energy to
the field." Schmitz said. "He is
always hustling, not only on the
baseball field, bill in the classroom, loo. (Those are ihel type
of men we're looking for.
The next step toward winning a MAC Championship is
a home-and-hoine series with
Eastern Michigan today and
tomorrow starling at Steller

percentage,
With what he has seen Ihus
far, Shay can tell Berti is a good
baseball player.
"I haven't really given him
any advice," Shay said. "He is
a good ballplayer and knows
bnu to play the game. He is out
there doing any thing he can to
help the team win and is having fun."
Having lun is exactly what
Berti is doing.
He really enjoyed beating
Michigan and had a great time
on their spring trip to Winter

championship."

Field.

that stuff a secret"

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses Ex Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. woofer Street, BowUag Greta, OH
I.noted Amiss Prom TJKO Hell.

RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 3542260

Hours- Moadaj to Kridav 8:3t- to 5:.W • Saturda> ■ K:.W to 5:011
H«w.johnne»lo\ ertalestate.com
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A new registration system is in effect for Fall 2009.
You can access everything that you need, including tutorials,
via the new "Student Center" at the MyBGSU portal.

ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
OVER $100
EriurJn ol cfeancis. Not MemMe fcx casn.
i ItfCfl^lfl^MQrtCMO&l Mttttfel

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshman
Guest Students

»l

Questions? Call the Registration Hotline at
419-372-4444 from 8am to 5pm Monday - Friday
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Bowling Green • (419) 353-2444
1087 8. Main Street
Next to Plua Hut
Mon. - Frl. 8:00am - 8:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tufTy.eom

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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BGSU
Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentais.com
'restrictions apply

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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Rising waters
won't worry town
Findlay gets new system to deal with floods
I INDLAY (AP) — A new Hood
prediction system to go online
later this month should give res
idents in this water-weary town
a little more time to reach dry
ground the next time lilanchard
River spills over its hanks.
The flood warning and mapping system will measure rainfall
ami water levels from the different spots in HanCOCk County
and provide more accurate
predictions and warnings. The
U.S. Geological Survej sa\s the
information should help reduce
Hood damage in the northwest
Ohio city of about 39,000.
Flood
prevention
and
response has become a top priority for Findlay officials after
contending with three major
floods in less than two years.
The lilanchard River, which cuts
through the city's downtown,
lias toppi'd flood levels about a
dozen times since 2007.
Flooding in August 2007 was
I indlay's worst in a century
and forced hundreds of residents to evacuate. Some down-

town storefronts ruined by the
storm water still remain empty.
A February flood in 2008 inundated 300 homes. And although
not as critical, flooding in March
reminded residents of the dangers involved when the river
overflows its banks.
Hydrologist Matt Whitchead
ol the Geological Survey said the
new system will help residents
determine what parts of the city
would likely he submerged during a flood, when they should
leave their homes and businesses and what routes to travel.
"There aren't a lot of sites in
the country that have this available," said Scott lackson, section chief with the surveys Ohio
Water Science Center. "Findlay
will be more or less a prototype."
lackson said the system's
$265,000 cost could easily he
recovered in savings from the
damage the system prevents.
"With enough advance warning, 12 hours, 20 hours, it'll make
a big difference." he said.

PETE C0MIAND I APPHC'O
REPRIEVE DENIED: In this May 5.2006 file photo. John Demianjuk is questioned by his attorney during the civil trial loi claims by Jerome BVentar in Cleveland A US.
immigration judge in Virginia yesterday revoked Demjanjuk's stay ol deportation to Germany, clearing the way (or the retired autoworker to be sent to Germany to lace charges ol
being a Nazi death camp guard. The ruling takes effect tomorrow, unless Demjanjuk is able to successfully appeal

Judge revokes stay for suspected nazi
ByM.R.Kropko
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — A U.S. immigration judge in Virginia
yesterday revoked John
Demjanjuk's stay of deportation to Germany. Demjapjuk
plans to appeal the decision.
which would clear the way for
him to be sent to Germany to
face charges of being a Nazi
death camp guard.
The 89-year-old suburban Cleveland mini, a retired

autoworker, is accused in
a German arrest warrant of
29.0(H) counts of acting as an
accessory to murder at the
Sobibor death camp in Nazioccupied Poland in 1943. He
has denied involvement in any
deaths.
Authorities in Germany had
initially expected him toarrive
in that country yesterday. Bui
Demjanjuk won a reprieve
Friday after arguing that his
case should be reopened
and that Ix'ing forced to go

Falls Church, Va„ at the Board
of Immigration Appeals.
Demjanjuk, a
native
Ukrainian, came to the
Uniled Slates alter World War
II as a refugee. He is seeking
to remain in the U.S. because
of poor health and says being
forced to travel to Germany
would amount to torture.
"The' more judges thai
see our case, the better our
chances at stopping this inhumane and reckless action,"
Demjanjuk |r. said.

to Germany would amount
to torture because of his poor
health.
ludge Wayne It. Iskra,
who granted the initial slay,
reversed the decision yesterday without a hearing. He
agreed with the U.S. lustice
Department's response that
the matter should he handled
by the Board of Immigration
Appeals, which has previously
upheld Demjanjuk's removal.
His son, )ohn Demjanjuk lr..
says an appeal will be filed in

Copyright violators beware: The Associated Press cracks down on Internet publishing thievery
By Elliot Sp.iq.lt
The Associated Press

s.W DIEGO — The Associated
Press and the newspaper industry plan an aggressive effort to
track down copyright violators on
the Intemel and try to divert traffic from Web sites that don't properly license news content, the AP
board announced yesterday.
The not-for-profit news cooperative also said it will cut fees by
•vlS million for U.S. newspapers
in 2010 — on top of a S30 million
reduction thai took effect this year
- and loosen its long-standing

requirement for two years' notice
to cancel AP service.
The financial moves are part of
an overhaul of the AP's policies in
the face of extraordinary financial hardship for newspapers.
I be changes were announced at
the AP's annual meeting in San
Diego, along with the copyright
initiative launched by the AP's
hoard, which is made up largely
of newspaper executives.
"Wfe can no longer stand by and
watch others walk off with our
work under some very misguided,
unfounded legal theories," said
Dean Singleton, the AI's chair-

TOP 10

REASONS TO
LOVE OUR
FREE GAS
HEAT/HOT WATER
10
No more layering of clothes.
9
You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket
8
No more space heaters needed
7

man and the chief executive of
newspaper publisher MediaNews
Croup Inc.
"We are mad as hell, and we are
not going to take it any more." he
added, prompting applause in the
meeting.
Specifics behind the initiative
are still being worked out. One
idea under development would
be to create a system that can
help, track whether news content
is being legally distributed online.
The AP also said it will work with
newspapers and broadcasters to
direct readers to "landing pages''
that could offer news from the
AP and its members, rather than
unauthorized sites.
Sue Cross, an AP senior vice

"We are mad as hell, and we are not going
to take it anymore."
Dean Singleton | AP's Chaitman
president, emphasized that the initiative could take many forms. "It's
a significant move for the industry
to work together," she said.
Copyright is. an especially
thorny issue for the AP and newspapers, which have seen their
material spread on the Internet
far beyond their direct control in
acut-and-pasteage.
The AP has tangled with bloggers over the extent to which
"fair use" principles should allow
them to post AP text on their sites.

The cooperative also has sued
online news aggregators over
copyright and is embroiled in a
closely watched lawsuit with artist
Shepard Fairey. who made iconic
Karack Obama campaign posters
out of an image that originated
with an AP photo.
The fee reductions are meant
to help newspapers deal with
another huge challenge — their
finances.
The cuts in the cost of AP service
are expected to average just under

20 percent but will vary widely,
depending on what content
newspapers buy. the AP said It
unveiled. i two-tier price structure
— a "Member Choice Complete"
package with full access to AP
reporting and a "Member Choice
Limited" option with minimal
national and world news
The fee cuts this year and next
will mean that the AP's revenue
from member newspapers in
2010 is expected to be about SI35
million — one-third less than
what it was in 2008, the AP said.
Next year, newspapers are expected to account for 20 percent of
the AP's total revenue. Singleton
said, down from about 25 percent now.

P° YoUPE - Statements can help
Glass City Federal Credit Union's E-Statements
are a free and convenient way to keep track of your account activity.

You don't have to winterize the windows

6

No more cold drafts (we mean wind)

5
4
Your friends will want to come over more often
3
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone
2
You can walk around barefooted again

• Access your E-Statements from virtually any PC,
anywhere, and at anytime.
• Sign up today at www.glasscityfcu.com. Don't have an account
with us? Access an application at our web site.
• Help the environment by cutting down on paper and clutter!

sx

No more going into shock
after seeing your monthly heating bill!

1
Take all the long hot showers you desire!
Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat.
Call our hotline today!
419-35?-9135

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road I winthrop@gerdenich.com
wwww.winthropterrace.com
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/GLASS CITY
/FEDERAL
i^CREDIT UNION

We're working for you!

419-887-1000
419-352-0787 - BG branch

VISIT OUR flTllf) IN Trie STUDCNT UNION
NEXT TO STARBUCKS/

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
CREENBRIAR, INC.
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Road named after
celebrated knives

Organized
pillow fight
brought to
halt by cops

WARWICK, R.I, (AP) — Tor more
than 30 years Ginsu knives have
been lulling through plump
tomatoes, radiator hoses — even
nails.
Now Rhode Island drivers can
use the liinsu to cut Iheir commute times.
A stretch of road in Warwick is
now called Ciinsu Way, in honor
of the men whose television commercials turned a cheap, serrated
knife into a pop icon so famous it
was parodied on "Saturday Night

DITROIT (AP) - Police in
Detroit have mffled some feathers after they cracked down on
an organized pillow light at a
downtown park.
The Detroit News reports that
|X)lice at Campus Manius Park
prevented the feathery fight
Saturday liy disarming pilknv-totingparlicipants.'lhc bout was part
of a worldwide event organized on
social networking Web sites.
Michael Davis of I lamtramck
says police confiscated the
32-year-old man's pillows but
relumed their cases. He says
he was told that he needed a
permit.
Scon Harris of k'nidale told
the News that it's "not illegal to
own a pillow."
Detroit police spokesman
lames late says cleanup was the
issue.

Live.
Ginsu Way connects two major
roadways and passes t he office of
I'd Valenti, who began marketing the knives in 1978 with thenpartner Barry Becher.
Valenti and Becher slapped
a lapanesc-sounding name on
their knives and marketed them
in now-famous TV spots. The ads
used old-fashioned hawking —
"But wait, there's more!" — and
stunts such as using the knives
to chop wood or saw through tin
cans.

STEVEN SENNE
SHARP: Ed Valenti. marketing expert for
the Ginsu knife, holds one of his knives
during an event to name a roadway. "Ginsu
Way." in Warwick. R.I..

Man coughs up nail that may
ave been lodged for 30 years
COIX)RAIX) SPRINGS, Colo. IAP)
— Prax Sanchez says he doesn't
recall any serious hammer-andnail mishaps in his past.
Yet doctors administeringanMKI
on ihe 72 year-old Colorado man
last month abruptly stopped the
exam to tell him then' seemed to be
somcthingmetallic in his lace.
Right after the MRI, Sanchez
COUghed up an inch-long nail.
His doctor, lamieson Kennedy,
told television station KKTV in
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Gallivants
Billiards stick
Squabble
Lot measure
Actor Holbrook
Condition 0' life
Start ol Evan Esar quip
More submissive
Fishing nets
Sailor's assent
Relax
Dined
Facilitate
Part 2 of quip
City on the Tiber
Nutrition label fig.
Surgical line
Literary device
Beattie or Blyth
Poet Thomas
Ships' contents
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Hoods' guns
Longing
Three, in Berlin
Stitched
Nimitz or Gould
Abu Dhabi, Dubai et al.
Songstress Fitzgerald
Puts down
Put to a purpose
Stock character
Make off with
Shoshones
Flippant
42
Make sound
45
Word from a pro?
47
Norse saga
50
Type of poker
Wnter Jcng
51
Singer Jones
54
Love Italian-style
55
"Anatomy of a
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Murder" co-star
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"Luncheon on the
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Grass" painter
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Luke's Jedi mentor
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Liver spread
Part 3 of quip
Site of Hannibal's defeat
Mauna „ volcano
Woodstock performer Joan
Fr. woman's title
Scouting groups
Fly
End of quip
Dread
"_ Maria"
Theater award
Formal agreement
Word of agreement
Large antelope

Simon or Young
Like warm weather
Garments
"Miss Saigon" setting, bnefly
Spy Mata
Fabric stuffing
Declare
Emerald Isle
Auction milieu
Not taken in by
Stench
Related to yew?
Underworld river
Little one
Eden evictee
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"I'll probably frame it."
Prax Sanchez | patient

Colorado Springs that the nail might
have been srnhwfclwl there as long
as 30 years. The MRI's magnetic
force apparently dislodged the nail,
causing Sanchez to cough it up
Sanchez says he can't remember
ever using a naillike it.
"I'll probably frame it," he said
1'riday.
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MM
Small Chips & Choice of Salsa
and
Regular Fountain Drink
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rejection letters instead.
The school sent out a second
e-mail about an hour later to the
applicants, saying they hadn't been
accepted after all.
NYU spokesman Robert Polncr
blamed ihe mixup on a clerical
error, lie says the school apologizes for the mistaken e-mails and
is looking into it to prevent il from
happening again.

Not valid with an* other otter

Wanted
New 2 You now accepting clothing al
Ihe Woodland Mall, located across
Irom the theater, call 419-373-9900.
Roommate needed to sublease room
in house w/ 4 girls. 146 S. College.
Aug 09-Aug '10 . call 419-410-7150

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

Work-out bench, pan incline,
incl. weights over pulleys, press bar.
attached leg bar. hand bar. and
weights 4-6 5k, 4 4k, and 2 2k.
Cash only, best otter, 419-352-4929

4 BR. 1 bath house with W/D S D/W,
on S. Summit, avail, mid Aug
S830/mo plus util (419)866-9281

For Rent

426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm,
avail. Fall 2009. S475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

"NEED MONEY NOW?!"
START IMMEDIATELY!
Work outside with TruGreen.
S8/hr guaranteed!!
"Weekly bonus as well"
Work Mon-Fri 4-9pm S Saturdays,
U pick the days, work till end ol sem.
'Must have good communication
skills and neat appearance'
Apply at TruGreenToledo.com
or call Kns at 419-874-3575
"Wanted 5/5/09 tor 2 weeks only.
cleaning people tor rentals, move out
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9-pm.

CHECK OUT OUR MENU AT

www.sambs.com

400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan.com

LIVERY HOUflS

SUN-WED: ll.m-2.,
THURS-SAT:11.m-3.,

BG

NEWS

Your Newspaper
Share your insight, creativity,
ideas and opinions with the
Campus Community

j Limited Time only at participating locations
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Computer mishap sends out hundreds of acceptance
e-mails to students who had been rejected by the university

THF
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(plus tax}

No meat suDititutions
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Students mistakenly accepted to NYU

Help Make

$699

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
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set. COJofi Cued, trligiim, national origin,

NEW YORK (AP) — New York
University officials weren't laughing when hundreds of people mistakenly received word that they'd
been accepted to grad school on
April Fools' Day.
NYU says it sent out acceptance
e-mails April 1 to 'IH9 applicants
to the Robert I! Wagner Graduate
School of Public Service. Those
applicants should have received

■
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SUBLEASER needed ASAP lor
Copper Beech Townhouses.
3BR. 3 1/2 bath, fully lurnished.
$1136/mo. S375/mo per room
Lease May-July 13th,
contact Jesse at 419-290-0668

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall
2009 Staffs
f • Reporters
•Web Staff
j
•Staff Editors
• Videographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
• Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
J
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin mid April.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

"'1-4 BR apts & houses 09-10 sy.
1 Ig house left. 8 allowed on lease.
next to campus & downtown,
low as $250/mo lor each student
See Cam/rentals com tor discounts
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

426 E Wooster. Large 3 BR apt,
great location! Avail Fall 2009.
S950'mo, util incl. call 419-352-5882

5 & 3 BR houses/apts,
available May & August.
Call 419-353-2787 S leave message
6 BR house w/ laundry. 3rd St. BG,
pet triendly, 5275/mo per person.

Call 419-308-2676

1 8 2 BR apts close to campus,
$395-550/mo ♦ electric, pet friendly
Avail now S Aug, call 419-708-9981
1 & 2 BR apts, quiet Sign up now lor
fall, save up to S1200.
Susan- 419-841-9816. 419-345-4768
1 BR apt across from campus,
S350/IT,O * util, avail May.

Call 419-787-7577.
12 month leases starting May 2009:
841 3rd - 3BR duplex. S900 ♦ util.
525 Manville - 3BR house
$700/mo * utilities,
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
S690/mo ♦ utilities.
424 S. College - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities,
322 E Court #2 -1BR, $410 incl. util.
www.bgapartments com
S. Smith Contracting
419-352-8917

9 month sub lease lor 3 BR apt,
334 N Main St, $780/mo *util
Call Jessica at 419-769-2891
ART-A-SITE!
Silversmithing supplies, tools, gemstones. 6 wk workshops. Repairs &
custom work avail. 116 S Main. BG
419-352-4455
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR, each w/ pnv bath & entrance
Close to campus. $950/mo ♦ elec.
Call 419-708-9981
Avail summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
Basement Apt.. Near Campus
$350/mo, util incl
Call 419-352-5882
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2BR. C/A. D/W.
$500-S510/mo ♦ gas & electric.
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com

2009-2010
3 BR. 2BR & 1 BR avail

419-352-8917

Call 419-354-9740.
2BR, 1 bath - Garden Grove Townhouses. S495/mo 12 mo lease +dep.
S545/mo school year lease + dep,
$570/mo semester lease ♦ dep.
Pay in full - pay next tower amount!
Call 419-353-5891

1 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $499!
On selected floor plans

2 Bedroom Apartments

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ lots
of windows, like new!
S450/mo t elec, call 419-654-5716
Just a couple great houses'
Lrg. 3 BR near campus, game room.
garage. W/D, air. pet triendly
May or Aug Call 419-806-4219
MARTEN RENTALS
704 5th St, 710 7th St, 601 3rd St.
Call 419-352-3445.
Price Reduced, Fifth Street Apts
2BR. 2 bath, C/A. appliances.
shuttle stop across street. $450/mo.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638

From Only $599!
On selected floor plans
•
•
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•
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•MVYWOODAPTS. >

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715
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Now Opan Saturday 10-3 fc=

Near BGSU, private
patio/entrance, extra
* storage, pets welcome *:
short-tcrni leases avail.
Also, no Security
*
Deposit and 1/2 nil 1st *#
month if vou move in
before 5/31/09.419-352-7691 BHO
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10 Thursday. April 2.20O9

STORIES COURTESY OF Al> WIRE
MAP COURTESY OF VISIBOHE COM

PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL
24-HR FITNESS CENTER • 24-HR GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS • TANNING DpMES
BASKETBALL & SAND VOLLEYBALL COURTS • INTERNET INCLUDED • INDIVIDUAL LEASES

419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON ROAD

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
OWNED AND PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED BY ill AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES

THE

ENCLAVE
AMENITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE | SEE Of FiCE fOR DETAILS

